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Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) is a member of the genus Pestivirus within the tarnt~ 

Flaviviridae. ln contrast to the genera Flavivirus and Hepacivirus, pestiviruses encode two 
additional proteins: the autoprolease Npro and the envelope protein Ems. Although Ems is 

described as essential for the generation of infectious virus progeny, only little is known 

about the structural tunctions of Ems and the processing between Ems and E1 . ln this 

study, different virus mutants with partial deletions of the Ems-eneoding region were 

constructed on the basis of the infectious cDNA clone of BVDV type 1 strain NCP7. ln lhe 

virus mutants functional parts like basic dusters or the Iransporter peptide of Ems were sti 

maintained. Subsequently, bovine cell cultures transfeelad with the recombinant RNAs were 
characterized by immunofluorescence and quantitative real-time RT-PCR. Although al 

mutants were replicons, only one construct with an amino acid Substitution within the 
Iransporter peptide region could be passaged. Furthermore, bi-cistronic mutants with a 

deletion of the Ems-sequence which are expressing BVDV structural proteins under the 

control of a heterologous IRES were analyzed. With these constructs regions within lhe 

structural proteins of BVDV important for cis-complementation of BVDV-Ems could be 

defined and will be discussed. 
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n contrast to orthoretroviruses, foamy viruses (FV) express their Pol-polyprotein from a 

separate pol-specific transcript. Only the integrase domain is cleaved oft, leading to a 
prolease -reverse Iranscriplase (PR-RT) protein. 

We punfied the separate PR domain (PRshort) of simian foamy virus (SFVmac) by 

expressing the recombinant gene in Escherichia coli. Sedimentation analyses and size 

exdus10n chromatography indicate that PRshort is a stable monomer in solution. This 

a IOWed us to deterrnine the structure of the PRshort monomer using 1426 restrains derived 

from NMR-spectroscopy. The Superposition of 20 conforrners resulted in a backbone atom 

rmsd of 0.55 A for residues Gln8-Leu93. Even though the overall fold is similar, SFVmac 

PRshort reveals significant differences in the dimerisation Interface compared to other 

retroVJral PRs, i.e. HIV-1 PR, which appear to be rather stable dimers. Especially the flap 

reg10n and the N- and C-termini are highly flexible. Neglecting these regions, the backbone 
atom rmsd even drops down to 0.32 A highlighting the good definition of the central part of 
the protein. 

.,.o exclude that the monomeric state of PRshort is due to cleaving oft the RT, we purified 

the complete PR-RT and performed a Sedimentation analysis. Our data show that PR-RT is 

also monomeric. We thus conclude the monomeric state of PR-RT is a regulatory 

mechantsm to avoid PR activity before the virus is being assembled as this would result in 

packaging problems. Dimerisation might therefore be triggered by the viral Gag proteins, 
DNAor RNA. 
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